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	WARD LOCATION: Overton
	OFFICER COMPLETING: PCSO 151 Maurice 
	TIME PERIOD: June - July 2017
	AGENCYRow1: Police & Council
	CONCERN AND ACTIONRow1: Monitor parking issues outside school as and when shifts allow.  Some drivers have been given words of advice and we are now issuing advisory leaflets about causing an obstruction on the junction together with taking the registration numbers and photos of the offending vehicles in situ.
	AGENCYRow2: 
	CONCERN AND ACTIONRow2: We are still monitoring the junction of Turning St & High Street, where we are also issuing these advisory leaflets and it seems to be working, the area has been quite clear of late.
	AGENCYRow3: 
	CONCERN AND ACTIONRow3: 
	NUMBERSBURGLARY: 0
	COMMENTSBURGLARY: 
	NUMBERSBOTD: 0
	COMMENTSBOTD: 
	NUMBERSASSAULTS: 0
	COMMENTSASSAULTS: 
	NUMBERSTFMV: 0
	COMMENTSTFMV: 
	NUMBERSTOMV: 0
	COMMENTSTOMV: 
	NUMBERSTHEFT: 0
	COMMENTSTHEFT: 
	NUMBERSROBBERY: 0
	COMMENTSROBBERY: 
	NUMBERSCRIMINAL DAMAGE: 0
	COMMENTSCRIMINAL DAMAGE: 
	NUMBERSARSON: 0
	COMMENTSARSON: 
	NUMBERSDRUGS: 0
	COMMENTSDRUGS:  
	NUMBERSASB: 0
	COMMENTSASB: 
	EMERGING ISSUES: Sus Circs - Reports of 3 cats seen dead in the Argoed Lane/Bangor Road areas by a jogger.  Thought to be strange as not seen before and then 3 in as many days.  PCSO Simister found one which had definately been run over and removed it from the area.  The other 2 were not found, possibly removed by wild life or someone else. PCSO Simister did post a message re a lost cat on social media.  No further reports on this.Sus circs - Male seen riding a bicycle very slowly up and down Salop Road area and seemed to be looking into properties, he had his hood up and his face was covered which caused concern.  PCSO Simister checked the area and the rest of the village but there were negative sightings of this male.  No further reports. 
	GOOD NEWS STORIES: Emerging issues cont.....Report a fire on Wrexham Road allbeit a controlled one but was causing poor visibility to vehicles entering/exiting the village.  Person responsible was made aware and extinguished it as requested. Report of sheep on the road near Knolton Hall, PCSO Maurice attended but negative sightings of any sheep in the area. No Crimes recorded for this period.I believe Councillor Pene Coles speed monitoring with CSW  Co-ordinator Steve Williams went well.  We have loaned our spare speed gun to Steve for use in our rural areas and hopefully we will get a few more volunteers to assist him in the near future. 


